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Abstract—The emerging wireless communication technology known as vehicle ad hoc networks (VANETs) has the potential to both lower the risk of auto accidents caused by drivers and offer a wide range of entertainment amenities. The messages broadcast by a vehicle may be impacted by security threats due to the open-access nature of VANETs. Because of this, VANET is susceptible to security and privacy problems. In order to go beyond the obstacle, we investigate and review some existing researches to secure communication in VANET. Additionally, we provide overview, components in VANET in details.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The improvement of road transportation is the goal of VANET. According to a UK government report on traffic accidents in 2015, there were 1,732 fatalities and 22,137 injuries. It is challenging to control traffic on crowded city streets, and doing so frequently results in unpleasant events like traffic jams, accidents, fuel waste, wasted time, etc. As a result, it is now essential to safely and effectively manage traffic on highways in these cities [1]–[3]. The fast developing wireless communication technologies enable effective management of the traffic generated by thousands of cars, enabling intelligent transportation systems (ITS). Equipment known as on-board units (OBUs) can be put on vehicles thanks to ITS applications that take the form of vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) [4]–[6].

Through a dedicated short range communications (DSRC) system, the OBU in each vehicle transmits safety messages to the OBUs in nearby cars and infrastructure (such as the roadside unit (RSU) and the trusted authority (TA)) within a range of 300 metres, as shown in Figure 1. The US Department of Transportation’s groundbreaking ITS effort for VANET standardisation is called the DSRC. Both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication are supported by VANETs. For the purpose of preventing collisions, reducing traffic congestion, and enhancing the driving environment, communicative vehicles (V2V) communicate information about their speed, location, heading, and traffic jams with one another.

Due to their crucial significance in the field of smart transportation by supporting vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) have become more widespread in recent years [8], [9].

II. VEHICULAR AD HOC NETWORK (VANET)

A. Overview

A vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) contains a group of automobiles, moving or stationary, that are connected by a wireless network. VANETs were developed with the intention of giving drivers comfort and safety in moving vehicles. This viewpoint is evolving since VANETs are now seen as the foundation for smart transportation systems that enable autonomous vehicles and any activity that needs Internet connection in the context of a smart city environment. Additionally, VANETs allow onboard computers in stationary vehicles, such as those in airport parking lots, to function as mobile computing cloud resources with the least amount of Internet infrastructure support.

B. VANET Components

As shown in Figure 2 A typical VANETs consists of the following three primary parts:

- OBU: Every vehicle has a wireless OBU that allows for the processing, transmission, and reception of beacons using the DSRC protocol.
- RSU: It is situated by the side of the road and is tasked with managing each OBU within its coverage area using the DSRC protocol. The RSU communicates with OBUs and TA via wireless networks and a secure wired network, respectively. A Tamper-Proof Device (TPD) is a component of each RSU that is used to store private information and perform system-wide cryptography op-
erations. Therefore, the opponent is unable to disclose it.
- TA: Is in charge of registering vehicles, RSUs, and generating system parameters in VANETs. It is also in charge of handling the revocation procedure.

III. EXCITING RESEARCH

In order to solve the issues listed above in VANET, [10] suggested a solution in this study called efficient conditional privacy preservation with mutual authentication. This system is predicated on the partition and distribution of geographical regions into a number of domains, each of which is responsible for storing the Certificate Revocation List (CRL) in all Roadside Units (RSUs) situated inside the domain. The vehicle should authenticate with the TA during the mutual authentication phase. The vehicle is permitted to send a message to the other components in the VANET after receiving a pool of pseudo-identities and the matching secret keys from RSU.

[11] offered a privacy-preserving communication scheme (VPPCS) based on the VANET that satisfies the needs for both content and contextual privacy. It makes use of identity-based encryption and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). To confirm and verify the suggested system, we performed a thorough security analysis using the Burrows-Abadi-Needham (BAN) logic, the random oracle model, the security of proof, and security attributes.

In order to discover an optimal or almost optimal solution, [12] provided the well-known genetic algorithm based on RSU location in this study. We offer the fundamental simulation environment needed for this job. To produce automotive mobility, simulate road traffic, execute vehicular network simulations on Omnet++ using the veins model framework, simulate realistic networks using Omnet++, and build the algorithm to analyse the results, we need to use OSM to get real map data, GatcomSUMO, OMNET++, and Matlab.

In this research, [13] offered a conditional identity-based privacy-preserving authentication technique that provides batch verification for the concurrent message verification by each node. Additionally, the TPD regularly and often updates its database of vehicle information to thwart side-channel attacks.

To find the most suitable or nearly optimal solution, [14] employed the well-known genetic algorithm that is mostly based on the RSU region. We provide the basic simulation environment for this work using OpenStreetMap (OSM) to download real map data, Group for Architecture and Computer Technology (Gatcom) to generate car mobility, Software Update Monitor (SUMO) to simulate street traffic, Veins model framework for simulating walking vehicular networks, OMNET++ to simulate real networks, and Matlab to create the algorithm to analyse the results.

[15] investigated and examined the impact of the replay attack, one of the most frequent security assaults in VANETs. This paper covers the findings from the research and analysis, as well as an examination of the replay attack defence mechanisms already in use in VANETs.

[16] talked about what a traffic monitoring centre is and how it works. Additionally, we will describe the idea of early event detection and highlight the drawbacks and advantages of each method.

[17] suggested an Elliptic Curve Cryptography-based Lightweight Security Without Batch Verification Method (LSWBVM) technique (ECC). During mutual authentication, the proposed LSWBVM technique employs the XOR operation and universal hash function. The proposed system, however, leverages an effective single verification rather than batch verification in a high traffic density location to check a large number of messages. The LSWBVM accomplishes the security objectives of mutual authentication between the nodes, as shown by BAN logic. The security study shows that the LSWBVM satisfies the security requirements, including safe non-forgery under the random oracle model in an adaptively generated message assault, identity privacy preservation, tractability, and revocability.

The fundamental backdrop of VANET from an architectural perspective and communication kinds are covered in [18]. The overview of the VANET modification attack is then given. This report also presents a comprehensive evaluation of the current VANET modification attack preventive measures. This review study shows that a more effective preventive strategy is still required to deal with the modification assault in VANET.

Two theoretical models that display and predict the QoS in terms of performance are presented in [19]. In terms of throughput, the star architecture performs 15% better than the grid layout. While the average end-to-end latency record for star network topology and grid network topology, respectively, is 17.25 ms and 76.25 ms. Grid and star topologies both see a reduction in jitter as the data rate increases from 1 to 11 Mbps; however, in all testing, the average jitter was lower in star topologies than in grids.

According to the literature, [20] discovered many Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacks with a range of behaviours, including message tampering, message stalling, and message dropping. The fundamental backdrop of VANET from an architectural perspective and communication kinds are covered
in this paper. The outline of the MITM attack in the VANET is then given. This study also presents a comprehensive evaluation of the current VANET MITM attack protection measures. This review study shows that a more effective preventive strategy is still required to deal with the MITM attack in VANET.

Any link within VANETs must be protected from cyberattacks, which is a need. This is because data transmission in any context with open access could result in a variety of network assaults. To address many problems relating to security and privacy in VANETs, the identity-based privacy-preserving authentication technique (ID-PPA) was presented in this study. Numerous ID-based security protocols for VANETs have recently been introduced.

On order to secure communication in VANETs, suggested the New and Efficient Conditional Privacy-Preserving Authentication (NE-CPPA) scheme. Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) is the algorithm that NE-CPPA utilizes to meet security and privacy criteria. The suggested scheme’s security analysis is presented for several attack scenarios.

In , a Secure and Efficient Conditional Privacy-Preserving Authentication (SE-CPPA) technique is developed for thwarting impersonation attacks and improving performance efficiency. The bilinear pair cryptography used for message signing and verification forms the foundation of the SE-CPPA proposal. The proposed SE-CPPA method can achieve security goals in terms of formal and informal analysis through security analysis and comparison. The genuine identification of the vehicle contained in the tamper-proof device (TPD) is often updated and has a limited time of validity in order to fend off impersonation attacks.

On order to protect communication in VANETs, suggested a secure pseudonym-based conditional privacy-preservation authentication system. The proposed method for message signing and verification used safe hash cryptography and elliptic curve cryptography (ECC). During the broadcasting process, a vehicle employs a sizable number of pseudon-DMs it has received from the Trusted Authority (TA) and the appropriate signature key to sign messages. As a result, the proposed approach mandates that every vehicle examine each broadcasting message that it receives. Additionally, the proposed approach allows the TA to stop misbehaving vehicles from broadcasting signed messages continually, protecting against insider attacks.

suggested a Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)-based password-guessing attack-aware authentication method that would protect inter-vehicle communication on 5G-enabled vehicular networks. In the suggested method, trusted authorities (TAs) generate and broadcast fresh group keys to the CRT-assisted vehicles. Furthermore, the suggested approach simply needs believable TPDs because the system’s master key does not have to be preloaded. The suggested method prevents password guessing attacks and ensures the highest level of security for all 5G-enabled vehicle networks.

examined the security flaws in the current schemes. In order to secure and boost the effectiveness of VANETs communications, it also suggests improvements to the identity-based conditional privacy-preserving authentication mechanism. The suggested approach has been shown to be secure using the random oracle model in addition to meeting the security and privacy requirements.

The design and development of any new VANET approaches may use in as a guide and a reference. Additionally, this paper may aid academics and developers in choosing the key VANET characteristics for their objectives in a single document.

An effective conditional privacy-preserving authentication (E-CPPA) system based on elliptic curve encryption is presented in . In the VANETs system, E-CPPA increases the effectiveness of message signing and verification for both vehicle to infrastructure and vehicle to vehicle communication. The E-CPPA scheme’s goal is to satisfy demands about the security and privacy of VANETs. Finally, this study discusses the anticipated outcome for the E-CPPA scheme and subsequent research in addition to discussing the critical review of comparable works in VANETs.

In the context of 5G-enabled vehicle networks, suggested a Chebyshev polynomial-based method for fending off side-channel attacks. Our study was able to accomplish the Chebyshev polynomial’s crucial chaotic and semi-group features. System startup, enrollment, signature, verification, and pseudonym renewal are the five stages of our job. Additionally, our work regularly and constantly updates the vehicle’s information in the TPD to fend off side-channel attacks.

In order to ensure communication security in 5G-enabled automotive networks, a chaotic map-based conditional privacy-preserving authentication (CM-CPPA) technique is suggested in . The proposed CM-CPPA method uses a chaotic map-based hash function and a Chebyshev polynomial mapping operation to sign and validate communications. Additionally, the suggested CM-CPPA scheme’s security analysis results using the AVISPA simulator are good and secure against common threats.

IV. Conclusion

VANET can improve traffic efficiency and safety by fostering cooperative communication between cars, roadside infrastructure, and traffic management centres. To guarantee safe service delivery in VANET, message authentication is essential. This work has examined and analysed some recent studies on communication security in VANETs.
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